
Request for Proposal 
Seeking an agency partner 

We are currently seeking an agency that can help us 

increase viewership and sales, focusing on and 

highlighting our products and our five Sustainability 

Initiatives. 

 

Our Company 

Clothing for people who live fully, play long, and travel well. 

Our purpose here at prAna is to stay mindful--personally and socially-- while 

encouraging collective efforts towards more consistent and conscientious sustainable 

production and consumption. Our commitment to sustainability, community, and doing 

right inspires and pushes us to find innovative ways to do good things in a good way. 

We started back in 1993 in Carlsbad, California, and continue to grow and resonate with 

like-minded people: climbers, surfers, yogis, artists, free-spirited folks, and athletes of all 

flavors around the world. The clothes we wear tell a story, there is a vibrant and 

inspiring story woven into every piece we create. Ultimately, sustainable clothing 

respects the planet and its people. When people choose to invest in a piece of our 

clothing, they are propelling the sustainable clothing movement forward. This is our 

environmental heritage, and we have taken responsibility for it from the beginning-- 

sustainability is part of our DNA. 

 

Our Sustainability Initiatives  

● Bluesign: Since 2012, we have worked with bluesign®-systems to drive 

sustainable textile production by managing harmful substances from the very 

beginning with the highest standards of chemical usage for upstream chemical 

management. 

● Organic Cotton: Since the early 2000s prAna has been using 100% organic 

cotton on as many styles as possible. Since then we have had a dedicated team 

 



 

working to make our 2014 initiative to have all cotton usage at prAna be organic 

by 2019 possible. 
● Fair Trade certified: Since prAna became the first North American apparel brand 

to produce Fair Trade Certified™ clothing, we have given back $400,000+ to 

33,000+ workers worldwide to aid in bridging the gap between living and 

minimum wage. 

● Recycled wool: One of the highest forms of sustainability is reuse. We give new 

life to products and clothing when we reuse them. This is especially important for 

materials such as recycled wool, where living animals are involved in the 

process. If we can reuse the resources we have already taken, we remove the 

risk to animals, and reduce the need for new energy inputs. 

● Responsible Down: prAna is one of the few companies that follows the 

Responsible Down Standard (RDS), which protects the geese and ducks that 

provide down and feathers for lightweight insulation in our warmest products. 

 

Audience  

Our current audience is predominantly single or married women, ages 25-38, in 

the lower-middle to middle class. These women are conscientious about the 

environmental impact of their purchases and thus want styles and options for their 

everyday life that reflect that. They are active and engaged with the city and activities 

around them, needing and wanting gear that will last and move with them. 

We aim to work with an agency that understands and speaks to our main 

audience while also having the ability to our growing audience of men with similar 

values. 

 

Current Marketing Process & Work Samples 

Currently Executed In-house: 

● Social media 
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● Digital media planning/placement on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 

Pinterest and Youtube 

● Creative concepting for print, digital, and non-traditional media 

● Design and production for print, digital, and non-traditional media 

● Web content development + SEO 

● Website maintenance 

● Email marketing 

● Events, influencer programs 

● Giving back projects + updates 

 

Executed Using External Resources: 
● Digital media planning/placement on ad networks, Hulu, Condè Nast, 

YouTube 

○ “Life is Practice” Campaign: http://bit.ly/2Lc73nL 

○ Partnering with Camp + Kind AOR for this and another campaign 

soon to be released. Given this, we would welcome input on the 

creative development of this work, or use and expansion of it or its 

content. 

● Website design/UX/strategy 

○ prAna has an ongoing partnership with UpliftCX to optimize their 

direct-to-consumer ecommerce experience. Given this relationship 

as well, we would welcome input on the creative development of 

this work, or use and expansion of it or its content. 

○ Promotion of Affiliate Program: http://bit.ly/2Yarbfo 

● Marketing research 

 

prAna’s Marketing Team: 

● VP Marketing, Jeff Haack 

● Creative Director, Diego Chamorro 
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● Marketing Director, Yvette Shao 

● Senior Manager of Digital Marketing & SEO, Trevor Koons 

● Retail Marketing and Operations Manager, Amber Schmidt 

● Digital Marketing Specialist, Michael Davies 

● Wholesale Marketing Specialist, Christine Hawk 

● Site Operations Manager, Ashley Swapp 

● Public Relations & Events Manager, Christina Dorado 

● Global Sales Marketing and Strategy Leader, Christian Castello 

● Multimedia Designer, LaDara Brydson 

 

Our External Resources: 
● Multi-channel strategy and implementation plan for distribution channels 

into new communities with Compass and Nail. 

● Smart Click Advertising to develop their online marketing and social media 

strategies. 

 
The Campaign(s) 

Here at prAna, we want to create a campaign that engages our current 

established audience and our expanding audience, while engaging them with our 

products and the sustainable options we provide. Although there are a substantial 

amount of clothing options out there, we want consumers to purchase sustainable 

clothing from companies who consciously produce and give back to their communities.  

Results We Desire 

● Increased awareness of our socially responsible production and five 

sustainability initiatives. 

● Engagement with our wide range of products based on any activity. 

● How our sustainability does not negate our sleek and comfortable designs. 

● Increased interactivity with our social media platforms and website. 

● Further engagement on a personal level with environmentally friendly acts. 
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Scope of Services Desired: 

Our desire is to find an agency partner capable of all of the following: 

● Ongoing strategic planning and brand consultation 

● Creative consultation and art direction for all media – non-traditional, 

digital, print, email, social media 

● Media planning, and placement for all media + social media-- Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest and YouTube 

● Creative consultation and art direction for branding in retail spaces-- both 

our own five stores and in any of the 3,500 stores we carry products in 

● Creative consultation and art direction for web design projects 

● Public relations including strategy, pitching, and media relations (trade, 

business, local) 

● Metrics and monitoring of campaign results and competitors’ activity 

● Research, including surveys and focus groups  

 
Working Budget 

Given that we are looking for a potentially longer term agency relationship, we 

are aiming to spend about 10 million per campaign. This is a flexible number based on 

agency recommendation and ideas, but is the baseline to work under. 

 

Proposal Timeline 

RFP issue date December 1st, 2019 

Pitch Proposal’s (RFP responses) due January 15th, 2020 

Confirm agency February 15th, 2020 

Campaign rollout (possible) May 15th, 2020 

 

For questions or clarification of this information, contact lbrydson@prana.com 
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Gauging Questionnaire 

Your Team 

1. Please give a brief history of the agency, current services, and the nature 

of teamwork within the agency.  

2. What do you value as a company? 

3. What is your agency's most triumphant moment? What did you do to make 

it so successful? 

4. How do you manage production? Show current or past client examples of 

how your agency moves across all mediums, focusing on non-traditional 

(if any experience is applicable.) 

5. What is one campaign that you previously worked on that got bad 

viewership? Why did the adverse result occur? What would or did you do 

to fix it? 

Your Experience  

1. How have you helped maintain your previous clients' brand identity? 

2. Have you worked for other outdoor sustainable clothing brands? If so, how 

are you going to differentiate your previous work with our campaign(s)? 

3. How are you going to represent Prana's five main sustainability initiatives, 

and convince customers to purchase our products? 

4. How are you going to make the consumers of Prana proud to be wearing 

our products? 

5. Have you helped your clients evolve their brands to become relevant with 

female audiences, without leaving male customers behind? If yes, please 

share a detailed example with us.  

Planning and Strategy 

1. Please provide us an "insider's look" at your strategic planning process. Is 

market research included in the development of a plan? 
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2. Demonstrate how your agency develops a holistic approach to client 

brand advertising. Exemplify how your agency evolves based on the way 

consumers receive and use their information today. 

3. Tell us your platform's social media integration (to platforms like 

Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Instagram). Describe how your 

marketing strategy works with those integrated platforms. 

4. How do you assess the effectiveness of the campaign? 

5. Is your agency adaptive/ responsive to new information and feedback? 

Why We Should Hire You for prAna 

1. Have you heard of our brand before? If so, where? 

2. What is your experience with our target audience? 

3. What is your passion for engaging in sustainable advertising campaigns? 

4. What do we value as a company? Do you value similar things? How do 

you demonstrate that? 

5. How have you demonstrated your passion in previous partnerships? 
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